I have written and sent the following letter to the publisher of
penthouse magazine. Whether he prints it or not will no doubt be
"by
what stories about a man will sell the most
a"t".-ir,"a
magazines.

March 6, 1983

Mr.

Bob Cuccione

c/o Penthouse Magazine
909 3rd Aoenue

New York City, New York
Dear
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Guccione:

name
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Inosanto,
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With a familinrifu of Jeet Kune Do, its history and practices, comes an under'
standing that Bruce could not haue drawn knowledge from Bob Wall or Chuck
Norris (who only practice a Korean form of karate). Bruce's foohoork and his
kiclcs were his own modifications of the Southern and Northern Chinese styles of
gung-fu, French satrate, Thai boring and Burmese boring. As a wholq his hand
techniques resembled Western boring, Wing Chun gung-fu, Filipino kali, Thai
boxing and lndonesian pencak silat, which are totally contrary to Bob Wnll's and
Chuck Norris's styles of karate. (The techniques of Wing Chun qlone are totally
nonexistent

in most karate

systems.)

Contrary to the philosophV of teachers of karate, Bruce rnas an innouator. He
rDas a man who would study, in detail, each sfule he came acrlss and would then
go beyond each style, searching and researching for the best essence in each. As
such, he receiued criticism, but as his knowledge increased his reuolutionary
techniques and concepts becqme widely admired, respected and oery extensiaely
imitated. It is also true thnt with that kind of recognition came jealousy and
distortion.
Segments of the hno-part article dealt urith the personality of Bruce Lee, As
with all people, Bruce had many fncets to his being; howe,ter, Bruce did hntte an
intensity nbout himself , his beliefs and his art that we find in uery f ew people. His

philosophical mind led him to reach depths of understanding and comprehension
where little human apperception exists; thereby opening auenues to misunderstanding and confusion, not on Bruce's part, but on the part of those who had not
reached a leoel of consciousness ndequate enough to understand him.
Bruce was self-confident in his knowledge and skill and when others were
unable to comprehend the truths he pointed out to them, frustration became preeminent and impatience ultimately ensued, He was, howeuer, neuer a "bully" but
a stern and ercellent instructor, pushing his students to rench their full potential as
martial artists, Bruce was an educated man, He was a looing family man, a
trusted friend and a man with n sense of humor, Underlying this was a dritting

indioidualist who pilssssttd a single-mindedness of purpose found in great

men

throughout history,
Another fallacy proposed by the articles which

I would find almost humorous,
if it were not so erroneous, is the conjecture that Bruce was afraid of "full contact"
(lcarate mqtches).
Bruce neoer turned down

a legitimate challenge, Fioe full years before the
public became au)are of full contact karate, Bruce Lee was regularly spaning with
his students (and many of them held black belts from aarying styles of karate), as
well ns gung-fu instructors and outstanding Western borers,
Bruce trnined lcarate mnn Joe Lewis in full contact application. He, in turn,
introduced it to the publk, Bruce's philosophy of martial nrts was the belief in
himself nnd the introspection that pnrticipation in karate tournaments was fruitIess for him, He was beyond that leuel of interest and performance, To me, it
would be like Michelangelo entering a local art contest to try to proue himself an
artist.
The inference put forth in the article that all good fighters participated in these
tournaments was like saying a girl must enter a beauty contest to proae she is
beautiful. lt is like snying a girl cannot be beautiful if she does not enter a Miss
America contest. As we all bnow, nothing could be further from the truth,
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ludicrous falsehood.

What

I

had hoped for and desired in articles such as these was equality and
accuracy, Not too much to ask. Whether as indirtiduqls rDe admired him or
despised him is not of great clncern. What is important is n recognition of his
contribution and influence as a man, a teacher and an initiator,
Sincerely,

Daniel Inosanto
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